
The Year in Review
Dear Team Members, 

As we come to the end of year, I would like to take this 
opportunity to reflect on what an amazing year it has been! So 
many new initiatives have come to fruition and have exceeded 
our expectations. 

Team Member membership is at a record high. In 2017, our 
Team Member base increased 53% over 2016. This tremendous 
growth is largely due in part to legacy Team Members referring 
friends. This year we deployed 125+ Team Members in support 
of the Grenfell Tower fire and the Manchester Arena bombings. 
I am very pleased to report that 53 of those Team Members are 
new to Kenyon and this was their first deployment. 

We rolled out module one of the Kenyon OnLine Learning Center. 
The advanced modules will be rolled out in the coming months. 

The Team Member Regional Coordinators have been identified 
and are being trained. They will make considerable advances 
in Team Member recruitment, as well as host training events, 
improve communication and build camaraderie with Team 
Members in their regions. 

The first Team Member webinar has been broadcast. The webinar 
was presented by our CEO Robert A. Jensen and focused on topics 
most relevant to Team Members. Robert is a passionate 
speaker and is dedicated to providing Team Members with 
educational opportunities in disaster management. 

Kenyon Response® was upgraded to a .NET operating platform, 
a powerful improvement to earlier versions of the proprietary 
software. With the help of some of our Team Members, the 
software was tested in a live environment. This was a major 
accomplishment and a credit to our Director, Call Center 
Services Janie Moreno and Manager, Call Center Services 
Jahaira Guzman. 

Our client base continues to increase with the aviation industry 
continuing to be our largest customer sector. However, we 
have also contracted with companies such as pharmaceuticals, 
multinational technology firms, tour operators and universities. 
Our new clients are located all over the world.  

It has never been such an exciting time to be a Kenyon Team 
Member!

As 2018 begins, we will 
continue to improve the Team 
Member program and gratefully 
acknowledge your participation. 

Happy Holidays! 
Sincerely, 

Our Team Members are very important to Kenyon. We know that without your support, dedication and flexibility, Kenyon would not be able to 
provide such a professional, cohesive response on behalf of our clients. Thank you for being a part of Kenyon.
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The Wallet, continued on page 3

Persons Directly Affected (PDA®) and Personal Effects (PE) are industry-wide terms that 
describe those directly affected by an incident and their personal belongings. We refer 
to these terms almost daily lately as our Bracknell warehouse is filled to the rafters with 
personal effects.

These professional terms are something much more meaningful. 

They refer to a person who once lived: had a heart, mind and soul. These items represent 
that person and tell a story about how they lived their life - what they liked and treasured. 
A wedding band can display the PDA loved someone, a CD found tells what kind of music 
they listened to, a business card will tell you what the PDA did for a living. 

No one knows if an article of clothing will mean something to someone, we don’t know if a 
recovered watch is a family heirloom. We don’t know if a locket was given as a special birthday present 
or if those clothes were bought specifically for the event that ended tragically. We might look at an 
item that is badly damaged and think it insignificant. To a mother, father, spouse, or any other family 
member, however, that item survived a horrific incident and was with their loved one when life was 
lost. 

When we are processing these items, we do not know the significance that they possess, but we do 
know that when we present these items back to the family, we just gave them back a little bit of their 
loved one. For years to come, they will look at those items and reflect on the life that was lived and 

cherish the memories of their loved one. 

The importance of processing PE is that we treat these items with as much dignity and respect as we treat the human remains. 

“I know from personal experience what a difference it would have made to have my loved one’s personal items given back to me 
in a dignified manner rather than just strewn about in a paper bag. I say it over and over but the work we do is exceptional and 
processing something that might seem insignificant to us will mean the world to someone else.”

           – Kathy Ricker, Team Member Manager

The Importance of Personal Effects
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The Wallet
Reprinted from the Kenyon Client Newsletter June 2012

A wallet helps write the final chapter. 

Kenyon Team Members who process the belongings of people caught up in a disaster, (known 
as personal effects or PE) always show great professionalism and sensitivity in handling what 
is often a painstaking process. Sometimes that process of returning property to its owner or 
their loved ones takes many months to complete. This story began more than 30 years ago 
but now, thanks to the diligence, determination and a little detective work from some of our 
Team Members, we are finally able to write the final chapter. 

In August 2011, a team from Kenyon was deployed to a crash involving a First Air 737-200 at Nunavut in the Canadian Arctic. This is a small Inuit 
hamlet that is the jump off point for Arctic expeditions, very close to the North Pole, on the edge of the polar ice cap. The airfield is gravel, and 
most supplies arrive by ship, which only comes once a year. Otherwise they have to be flown in, which would explain why a can of soda costs $5 
and you will have to pay $6 for a candy bar at the small local co-op store. 

Once the search and recovery operation at the site was complete, everything was shipped to Kenyon’s Houston facility. Here, as we began the 
process of returning the personal effects to their loved ones, the team was somewhat perplexed by having a wallet with identification in it that did 
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In our continued efforts to ensure an efficient crisis response for our clients, we have expanded our Team Member program to include nine Team 
Member Regional Coordinators.

Team Member Regional Coordinators are responsible for Team Member recruitment, training, networking and regional team maintenance. 
They ensure more complete global coverage and language capability and further ensure that Kenyon’s response represents the highest level of 
cultural understanding and awareness. They also serve as first responders who are trained and able to coordinate among the various services 
Kenyon provides.

To learn more about our new Team Member Regional Coordinators, please click here.

Kenyon Welcomes New Team Member
Regional Coordinators 

 Ademir Franco                     
  South America

 Irma Alcazar                     
  Central America 
  / Mexico

 Janus Venter                    
  Africa

 Gerardode Icaz                     
  Europe

 Mahesh Sharma                     
  India

 Tara Mackay                     
  Australia

  Ehababu Hilwa                     
  Saudi Arabia

 Julia S.
  Russia

  K arl Wenz e l                              
  Canada

not belong to anyone on the flight manifest. Not that this doesn’t sometimes happen; occasionally family members carry items with them from 
another member, but a whole wallet? 

The wallet appeared to be very weathered, a different kind of damage than from a crash. We also reviewed the contents and everything was dated 
no later than 1973. Could this wallet have been at this remote location since the 1970s and we just happened to pick it up as a result of the crash? 
Or was a family member carrying an old family memento on the plane? 

It was clear the wallet belonged to a Mr. Arthur Robinson. The name led us to a phone number for an address in Winnipeg, which turned out to be 
his daughter, Suzanne. I asked if her father had lost his wallet in Resolute Bay a long time ago and she told me this story: 

Arthur Robinson worked for the Canadian Transportation Authority and was on a trip to Resolute Bay in the mid 1970s. He and three companions 
were in a Bombardier Snow-Cat when it fell off the side of a hill, rolling several times and landing upright in the deep snow. Her father had a 
broken back, but the others were in even worse shape. Bravely, he had managed to get the snow-cat started and drove it back to the military 
airfield to raise the alarm. All three were then airlifted to a hospital on Baffin Island. Apparently much of the contents of the snow-cat were 
ejected during the roll over including her father’s wallet, which lay on the ground in that exact spot undisturbed for thirty years. 

Suzanne was more than a little surprised to hear from us and pleased that we had found her father’s wallet and were returning it to her. Arthur 
Robinson passed away in 2007, but his family now has an opportunity to tell his story once again with the weathered wallet, their memento from 
his extraordinary arctic adventure, more than thirty years ago.

The Wallet (cont.)

http://kenyoninternational.com/team/tm_regional_coordinators.html


WEBINARS

Operational Update
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French Helicopter Operator, September 2017: Kenyon provided 
mental health support to colleagues following the sudden loss of 
an employee.

London Grenfell Tower Fire, July 2017: Since the last update, the 
process to remove PE from Grenfell Tower continues with the teams 
making significant progress in clearing the 45 flats (including the 
office, gym and nursery) in the tower and 22 flats in Grenfell Walk. It is 
projected that our Search and Recovery teams will be on site through 
December with PE processing continuing until the end of the year. In 
case you missed it, the return of PE has been captured on BBC.

Manchester Arena Bombing, May 2017: The Personal Effects 
(PE) process for Manchester continues with Kenyon teams now 
having returned all associated PE. Four PE Specialists are currently 
deployed to the Bracknell facility, processing the unassociated PE 
for eventual return of items to the victims or their loved ones. 

Kenyon Team Member Webinars
On 12 September 2017, Kenyon broadcasted our first ever Team Member webinar. The event was hosted 
by Robert A. Jensen. He addressed Kenyon’s involvement in recent events, the Kenyon Online Learning 
Center (KOLC) outline, the future topics to be released and answered questions from Team Members.  

The next Team Member webinar is scheduled for 4 December 2017 at 6:00 p.m. (GMT) 

After a brief operational update, the webinar will be the first in a series covering Kenyon’s 12 Principles 
of Crisis Management with the first being Crisis Management Operations. Following the webinar will 
be an opportunity for questions and answers. The following 11 principles will be covered in regular 
webinars. As always, recorded webinars will be available for Team Members that register for the training 
session but are unable to attend live.

Pictured: Kenyon Team Members Tasmia Playfair and Jen Mailey 
work on personal effects from the Grenfell Tower Fire.

Pictured: Kenyon Staff member Iwan Witt inventories personal effects  
from  Manchester Arena.

Ryanair, September 2017: An incident on board a Ryanair flight 
from Bristol to Ibiza involving a disruptive passenger prompted a 
Kenyon activation to provide Mental Health phone support to a 
member of cabin crew who was affected by the incident.

Flybe, November 2017: Following the successful landing of an 
aircraft with malfunctioning front landing gear, Kenyon provided 
Mental Health support via deployed SAT Team Members and a 
Mental Health phone line for further assistance to those affected. 

http://go.kenyoninternational.com/4Dec2017TMWebinar
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-41161415/grenfell-tower-survivor-that-s-my-late-husband-s-watch


New Clients

flyadeal
https://www.flyadeal.com

flyadeal is a Saudi low-cost airline based at King Abdulaziz International Airport in Jeddah. 
They are a sister company of Saudia Airlines. flyadeal has a fleet of all new Airbus A320 
aircraft that carry passengers to and from Jeddah and Riyadh. 

Google
https://www.google.com

Google Inc. is an American multinational technology company that specializes in Internet-
related services and products. These include online advertising technologies, search, cloud 
computing, software, and hardware. The company's rapid growth since incorporation has 
triggered a chain of products, acquisitions, and partnerships beyond Google's core search 
engine. It offers services designed for work and productivity, email, scheduling and time 
management, cloud storage, social networking, instant messaging and video chat, language 
translation, mapping and turn-by-turn navigation, video sharing, note taking, and photo 
organizing and editing.

JetSMART 
https://jetsmart.com

JetSMART is an ultra low-cost Chilean airline created by US investment fund Indigo Partners, 
which also controls US airline Frontier Airlines, Mexico's Volaris and Hungarian airline Wizz 
Air. Its primary base of operations is Comodoro Arturo Merino Benítez International Airport 
in Santiago, Chile.

National Express
http://www.nationalexpress.com

National Express is an intercity coach operator providing services throughout England, 
Scotland and Wales. It is a subsidiary of the National Express Group, which employs 41,000 
people worldwide with coach services in Spain, Morocco, North Africa, Bahrain and North 
America, and with train services in the UK and Germany. Most services are subcontracted 
to local coach companies. The company's head office is in offices above the Birmingham 
Coach Station.

New Clients, continued on page 6
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http://www.google.com
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http://www.flyadeal.com
http://www.google.com
http://jetsmart.com
http://www.nationalexpress.com
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Ryanair
https://www.ryanair.com

Ryanair is one of Europe’s leading airlines, carrying over 131 million customers per annum 
on more than 2,000 daily flights from 87 bases, connecting over 205 destinations in 33 
countries on a fleet of 430 Boeing 737 aircraft, with a further 240 Boeing 737’s on order, 
which will enable Ryanair to lower fares and grow traffic to 200 million customers per 
annum by FY24. Ryanair has a team of more than 13,000 highly skilled aviation professionals 
delivering Europe’s No.1 on-time performance, and an industry leading 32-year safety 
record.

Sky Prime Aviation Services Riyadh
http://www.skyprimeav.com

Sky Prime Aviation Services’ main base is in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The company was 
established with one specific goal in mind, to excel in business aviation services. Their team 
consists of dedicated personnel including experienced pilots, cabin crew, engineers and 
other aviation professionals. Every aircraft within their fleet has been carefully selected to 
suit a variety of needs and is fully equipped with cutting edge technology and a luxurious 
interior layout.

Sky Prime Malta Aviation Services Ltd
http://www.skyprimeav.com

Sky Prime Malta Aviation Services is the Malta division of Sky Prime Aviation Services. 
The company was established with one specific goal in mind, to excel in business aviation 
services. Their team consists of dedicated personnel including experienced pilots, cabin 
crew, engineers and other aviation professionals. Every aircraft within their fleet has 
been carefully selected to suit a variety of needs and is fully equipped with cutting edge 
technology and a luxurious interior layout.

 New Clients (cont.)

Olympus Airways
https://www.olympusairways.gr

Olympus Airways, an EASA approved carrier, was formed in April 2015 to service the 
European market, as well as the emerging markets in the Middle East and Africa. Olympus 
holds a Greek Air Operator Certificate (AOC), as well as a Greek Operating License (OL) 
and is presently operating six aircraft. Wet leasing, charter and ad hoc flights are Olympus 
Airways core services.

http://www.ryanair.com
http://www.skyprimeav.com
http://www.ryanair.com
http://www.skyprimeav.com
http://www.skyprimeav.com
http://www.olympusairways.gr
http://www.olympusairways.gr


On 26 August, Hurricane Harvey arrived in Houston, Texas, and hovered 
over the city for five days, leaving over 50 inches of rain. The city streets 
and hundreds of thousands of homes were lost. The devastation it 
created was historic. 

One of the advantages of working for an emergency response company 
is that our leadership team gave us ample time to prepare our homes, 
cars and gather our hurricane supplies before it hit. I am very grateful to 
Robert and Brandon for putting our safety first. We were also fortunate 
in that we were able to work remotely from the safety of our homes and 
Kenyon was able to maintain full operations and functionality. 
Fortunately, none of Kenyon staff or their families were directly affected. 
However, our office did not fare so well and sustained flooding of about a 
foot of water. Repair efforts are underway. 

On behalf of all of Kenyon’s Houston staff, I would like to extend my sincerest appreciation to every Team Member who contacted me to express 
concern for our wellbeing during and after Hurricane Harvey. We were touched by everyone’s concern. us will mean the world to someone else.” 

                         – Kathy Ricker, Team Member M

After the Wrath of Hurricane Harvey
By Kathy Ricker, Team Member Manager

An Update on the Dominican Republic
As two major hurricanes passed our call center facility, we prepared for the potential 
closure of the building and maintained a transition plan to an alternate call center 
that was not affected by the severe weather. With the recent upgrade of our Kenyon 
Response® software, the ability to transfer the scripted call center agent module is 
much more seamless and efficient. We were fortunate, however, that throughout both 
hurricanes we were able to maintain a dedicated team at the call center to handle any 
call center activations.
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Rescue boats fill a flooded street as flood victims are evacuated from rising Hurricane Harvey floodwaters in Houston, Texas.  
(David J. Phillip/AP)

Houston area neighborhood flooded by Hurricane Harvey.  
(Marcus Yam/Los Angeles Times)



SHOUT OUT

Shout out to Kenyon’s very own Clare 
Pascucci, Victoria Hardwidge and Shona Day 
for the volunteer work they did to support 
Sebastian’s Action Trust in the UK. The 
Kenyon representatives prepared Christmas 
hampers and teddy bears for the charity’s 
annual fundraiser. Sebastian’s Action Trust 
was founded to assist families with terminally 
ill children and to provide a respite house for 
them to find relaxation. 
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THE KENYON FAMILY
IS GROWING AGAIN!

Congratulations to our wonderful 
office manager in Bracknell, 
Clare Pascucci, who recently 
became a Glamma – our term 
for a Glamorous Grandma! Her 
beautiful granddaughter Chiara 
Nevaeh Pascucci, otherwise 
known as the Pink Princess, was 
born on 29 June. Welcome to the 
Kenyon family, Chiara!

HOUSEKEEPING

If you haven’t already enrolled, don’t forget to register for the Kenyon Online Learning Center. 
Email tminfo@kenyoninternational.com to begin the registration process.

Kenyon Staff: Shona Day, Clare Pascucci and 
Victoria Hardwidge

Note from Kenyon

Following the hurricanes (Harvey, Irma 
and Maria), the wildfires in the US and 
the devastating global earthquakes, we 
wanted to take a moment to express our 
hope that those of you involved are safe.

Our thoughts are with you as we all 
come together to aid in the rebuilding.



WELCOME
NEW TEAM MEMBERS
On behalf of everyone at Kenyon, ‘Welcome New Team Members!”

Angeliki Akrata  UK 
Will Allen   UK 
Ross Allston  UK 
Jeanette Alway  UK 
Palnov Anatolii  Russia 
Ciara Anderson  USA 
Joseph Appleby  USA
Sarah Ashbridge  UK 
Chris Baars  UK 
Joana Bel Verge  UAE 
Kylee Best  Canada 
Hugh Blackman  UK 
Soren Blau  Australia 
Simon Brenchley  UK 
Paul Brett   UK 
Amy-Lee Brookes  UK 
Sarah Burch  UK 
Andrew Burkinshaw UK 
Mark Carroll  UK 
Birgitte Charles  UK 
Anna Chaussee  UK 
Paul Churchill  UK 
Shailesh Davda  UK 
Sarah Devlin  N. Ireland
Shirley Dockerill  Saudi Arabia 
Edel Doyle  Australia 
Angela Doyle  UK 
Mary Drew  UK 
Ron Evans  UK 
Claire Fitton  UK 
Hazel Fransch  UK 
Nicolle Freudenstein UK 

Jack Ganley  UK 
Sergey Goncharov  Russia 
Megan Gough  Italy 
Vicky Griffiths  UK 
Shivam Gupta  India 
Dennis Higgins  USA 
Rosana Hochstrasser Australia 
Alexandra Holderness UK 
Justin Holt  UK 
Craig Huldie  UK 
Kenneth Jaques  UK 
Skylar Joseph  USA
Anthony Klop  Malaysia 
Simon Knox  UK 
Anastasiya Kozak  Russia 
Anna La Valley  USA 
Fiona Langdown  UK 
Christopher Lawrence USA
Craig Lawson  UK 
George Le  USA 
Winsome Lee  UK 
David Lester  UK 
Thais Lopez-Capp  Brazil
Ruth Luck   UK 
Ella  Magri  UK 
Lynsey Mallinson  UK 
Sharon Martin  UK 
Phillip McCheyne  Canada 
Louise McKay  UK 
Sean McOwen  UK 
Ivor Moody  UK 
Travis Morris  USA 

Jack Murphy  UK 
Johan Nel   South Africa 
Barrie North  USA
Berry Ochieng  Kenya 
Janet officer  UK 
Amish Patel  UK 
Marine Queyras  France 
Obai Radwan  Portugal 
Dorothy Riegert  USA 
Noel Robinson  UK 
Charlotte Robson  UK 
Jessica Rothwell  UK 
Teresa Runge  UK 
Wendy Russell  UK 
William Sandalls  UK 
Derek Scott  N. Ireland
Parul Sinha  China 
Andrii Solonin  UAE 
Katherine Sullivan  USA 
Kevin Sutton  UK 
Loveleen Tiwari  UK 
Anastasiy  Tkach  Russia 
Satu Valoriani  UK 
Amanda Vaughan  UK 
Marcela Villalobos  Canada 
Jessica Wakefield  USA 
Deborah Walker  UK 
Alexander Walster  Denmark 
Marie Weale  UK 
Michelle Westwood UK 
Tommy Wilburn  USA
Owen Willis  UK

Contact:
Americas +1 (281) 872 6074
Europe +44 (0) 1344 316 650
Middle East and Africa +961 (0) 1 964517 www.Kenyoninternational.com
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Don’t forget to follow us:

http://www.facebook.com/kenyoninternational
http://plus.google.com/+Kenyoninternational
http://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1375048
http://www.twitter.com/KenyonMembers
http://www.youtube.com/user/KenyonInternational/
http://www.Kenyoninternational.com

